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What could be better than standing on top of a mountain, snow sparkling, the slopes calling?

Not much, except perhaps skiing down to a warm, home-cooked meal that comes together

effortlessly.The Ski House Cookbook makes it all possible with 125 recipes that will keep you

on the slopes or winding down with friends afterward, not stuck at the stove. Here are easy and

delicious meals designed with minimum prep times for often limited home-away-from-home

kitchens, from quick-cooking roasts, sautés, and other fast meals to slow-cooker dishes and

recipes that can be made in advance and frozen. And, to get you in the right frame of mind,

each recipe is coded with a difficulty rating that corresponds to the familiar green dots, blue

squares, and black diamonds of the slopes.Start the day with ’Twas the Night Before French

Toast (assembled in advance and baked in the morning) to keep you going until lunchtime,

when a Colorado Cubano (made in a flash from readily available deli meats) will refuel you for

the afternoon. An entire chapter of après-ski snacks, including Green Mountain Fondue and

Spicy Roasted Chickpeas, helps tide you over until dinner, which includes tempting options

such as Roasted Pork Loin with Cherry Balsamic Pan Sauce, Mogul Beef Chili, and Roasted

Brussels Sprouts with Bacon. Hearty soups and pastas and indulgent desserts round out this

collection of recipes that will warm you up from the inside out.In addition to the irresistible

recipes, The Ski House Cookbook offers practical information on cooking at high altitudes, a

section on getting the most out of your slow cooker, and 50 beautiful full-color photographs of

the great dishes and snowy landscapes that skiers love. So whether you’re hitting the slopes or

just dreaming of days in the lodge, a double diamond pro or struggling down the bunny hill for

the first time, here is your go-to guide to making easy, satisfying, and comforting winter meals.

About the AuthorThunder Bay Press is an imprint of Printers Row Publishing Group, a wholly

owned subsidiary of Readerlink Distribution Services, LLC, the largest full-service book

distributor to non-trade booksellers in North America. Thunder Bay publishes across a wide

and varied range of formats and categories, from fun, interactive activity titles and kits on

subjects such as origami, cooking, crafts, games, and art to reference books suitable for gift-

giving in categories like art, fitness, pets, travel, history, culture, sports, and nature. Thunder

Bay Press celebrates the book in all its forms, and publishes something for everyone. They’re

headquartered in San Diego. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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THANK YOU to our family, friends, and tasters for their unwavering support of our cooking

endeavors. Thank you Mike, Jack, and Wyatt for eating braised pork shoulder four nights in a

row. Special thanks to David Prince, Christina Lane, and Margarette Adams for helping us

bring our recipes to life. Finally, thank you to our agent, Carla Glasser, for seeing the potential

in us and in our idea, and to our editor, Rica Allannic, for taking a chance. And to all the skiers

out there: Safety first!

WE GREW UP IN SNOW—lots of it—in Western Michigan. The average low temperature in

January is 16 degrees, and “lake effect”—gray clouds rolling off Lake Michigan and dumping

their chilly contents onto the streets of our youth—is more than a feature of the weather: It is a

way of life. The landscape is, unfortunately, completely flat. Sometimes it seems the six months

of winter are spent either waiting for the car to heat up or shoveling the walk.Our love of winter

was born when we found skiing. We discovered that the view from a mountaintop and a bit of

the right gear could keep us outside for hours without feeling too cold. We learned that pointing

our tips down the hill felt like flying, and that red cheeks and hat head were charming in the

right venue.We love to ski, and we also love to cook. And when we ski, we cook up a storm.

What’s the link? First, we’re starved. There is something about breathing cold air all day and

tearing around at great speed that makes for a healthy appetite. (Exercise specialists will tell

you that skiing isn’t terribly aerobic, since gravity does a lot of the work for you, but we know

better.)Another reason we cook is that wintertime demands that we celebrate our good fortune

to spend the day outside with a restorative feast. While we don’t think anyone really needs a

grand excuse to sup on chili or wintry braised meats, ’tis the season.Finally, there are practical

matters. Finding a great meal in a ski town can be downright challenging. Unless you’re

someplace terribly cosmopolitan like Aspen, Colorado, or Park City, Utah, you may be skiing

the terrain of champions but confined to less than regal restaurant choices. To put it nicely,

many rural ski towns aren’t known for their haute cuisine. And if you are lucky enough to find

yourself in a really swish locale, make sure you’ve got reservations and a fat wallet. When

everyone in town is enjoying the same schedule, those fancy restaurants are packed—and with

demand outstripping supply, they can and do charge whatever they please.Some of us have

kids. Marching them all to a crowded eatery, waiting for a table, ordering carefully to



accommodate little tastes, and sitting through dinner is sometimes more than we can bear.

There’s always pizza…but in many places ordering a pizza is the culinary equivalent of being

carried down the mountain on the ski patrol sled: If you can avoid it, you should.For all these

reasons, we deemed it necessary to bring you The Ski House Cookbook, with our version of

the best ways to enjoy the culinary accompaniments to the downhill life. Having done a lot of

ski house cooking, we have a few tricks to share. We like to eat as if we’ve spent the day in the

kitchen without actually having done so. This can mean the slow cooker works hard all day so

you don’t have to, as in the case of our Mogul Beef Chili. Or it can mean preparing calzones

ahead of time, freezing them, and popping them in the oven when we get home.Luckily, many

main-course foods taste best when they are cooked either very quickly, like steaks, or very

slowly, like braised pork shoulder. We’ve taken every possible advantage of this fact, not only

for main courses but also for breakfast, lunch, snacks, side dishes, and desserts. Given the

limited resources you might find in an underequipped ski house kitchen, no electric mixers,

mandolines, or multiple pans are called for here.Above all, ski house cooking should be easy.

While we may love to dine upon duck confit with black truffle sauce, we don’t consider fussy

preparations requiring hard-to-find ingredients reasonable after a full day outdoors.We rely on

pantry items for ease of storage and because shopping opportunities are limited in many out-of-

the-way towns. We won’t send you to the local minimart for fenugreek. We also don’t like to rely

on out-of-season produce; while we love basil, for example, we prefer in this book to take

advantage of ingredients associated with the colder months of the year. We use herbs and

spices that dry well, but also the root vegetables and aged cheeses that really taste like

wintertime.Finally, ski house cooking should also be scalable; some of these recipes are a

good choice for two, and some work for ten. This food is meant to be savored with family and

friends, whether close family or a complete racing team.The RatingsWe rate our recipes with a

nod to ski trail ratings: green circles for the easiest, blue squares for those that are moderately

difficult, and black diamonds for dishes that require a little more effort. We don’t have any

double black diamond recipes; we’d rather save that effort for the slopes.The ratings system is

meant to consider many factors; not only does it reflect the difficulty of assembling the dish but

also the prep time involved, the number and availability of ingredients, and the cost. Thus, our

recipe for peanut butter cookies, which calls for five pantry ingredients, is a beginner’s trail,

compared to coconut macaroons dipped in chocolate, which have more ingredients and more

steps. We consider those an intermediate slope. Because we like to eat well without living in

the kitchen, you may notice that we don’t offer many recipes labeled “for experts only.” Unlike

some of our favorite Vermont ski resorts, we don’t believe in grade inflation. We think you’ll be

satisfied with yourself and your food even if we call the dish what it is—a groomer.Whether

you’ve spent your day skiing, riding, or shoveling, we feel sure you will find what you’re looking

for here. We’ll see you down at the lift.

OUR MOTHERS ALWAYS TOLD US that breakfast was the most important meal of the day.

When the day will include bombing down a 30-degree slope through the trees, Mom might

have been right. It is a long way to the bottom. If you’re not careful, you’ll end up standing in

front of one of those slopeside waffle sheds—the ones that pump the irresistible smell of

charred sugar into the air and then part you from the contents of your wallet for a hot waffle

and a bottle of water.These recipes prove that you can enjoy a speedy breakfast and still get in

a full day of skiing. We like to hit the trails early—before the crowds arrive and while the snow

is still pristine. To that end, the majority of our breakfast recipes are all about efficiency. It came

as a revelation to us that we could assemble a savory egg dish or French toast the night before



and then serve it hot out of the oven without hassle when we woke up. Now we’d hardly

consider going back to the old-fashioned way of whisking and dipping and standing by the

griddle all morning.If you want to take your breakfast with you on the way to the mountain,

baked goods are the obvious choice. Muffins, either hearty Apple–Raisin Bran Muffins or cakey

Super Sour-Cream Muffins, tuck easily into a sack or pocket. Those with a sweet tooth might

choose Cinnamon Streusel Coffee Cake or Quick Pains au Chocolat instead.On the other

hand, if the weather isn’t cooperating or you were up late the night before, it might be a good

day to linger over breakfast. Choose decadent Eggs Benedict with Chipotle Hollandaise,

Huevos Rancheros, or Blueberry Buttermilk Pancakes. A large pot of coffee and a half-day

ticket might be in your future.’Twas the Night Before French ToastBlueberry Buttermilk

PancakesOatmeal Pancakes with Sautéed Cinnamon ApplesMaple-Glazed BaconHuevos

RancherosEggs Benedict with Chipotle HollandaiseHam and Cheddar Breakfast StrataSuper

Sour-Cream MuffinsBlueberry MuffinsCranberry-Orange MuffinsApple–Raisin Bran

MuffinsQuick Pains au ChocolatCinnamon Streusel Coffee CakeGolden Granola BarsChewy

Granola BarsAlmond-Cranberry GranolaMaple-Pecan Granola’twas the night before french

toastWHILE WE LOVE FRENCH TOAST, we don’t love the inevitable eating in shifts that

results from cooking batches in one skillet. Much like waiting in the wind at the peak for friends

on the next chairlift, it isn’t as social as we’d like. We solve the problem by baking rather than

frying. Prepare this dish the night before and pop it in the oven while you’re suiting up; then you

can enjoy a delicious breakfast and still make first tracks. (Purists may point out that the recipe

is essentially for a breakfast bread pudding. Whatever you call it, this dish is both easy and

wonderful.)SERVES 6 TO 81 (1-pound) loaf Italian bread, brioche, large dense baguette, or

other dense white bread5 large eggs2½ cups whole milk½ teaspoon ground nutmeg1

teaspoon vanilla extract¾ cup (packed) light brown sugar¼ teaspoon ground cinnamon3

tablespoons unsalted butter, melted, plus more for the pan1 cup pecans (about 3 ounces),

coarsely chopped1½ cups frozen blueberries or mixed berriesMaple syrup (optional)1. The

night before you wish to serve the dish, butter a heavy roasting pan, 9 × 13 inches or larger. If

you have large loaves of bread, cut them into slices ¾ inch thick and arrange the slices in the

pan so they overlap slightly. If you have commercially sliced bread that is thinner than ¾ inch,

cut the slices on the diagonal and generously overlap them in the pan. If you have a baguette,

cut the slices 1 inch thick and arrange them in one tight layer in the pan.2. In a large bowl,

combine the eggs, milk, nutmeg, vanilla, and ½ cup of the sugar. Whisk until well combined.

Pour the mixture evenly over the bread slices. Cover the pan with plastic wrap or foil and

refrigerate overnight or for at least 3 hours.3. Center a rack in the oven and preheat to 400°F.

Mix the remaining ¼ cup sugar with the cinnamon. Uncover the pan and sprinkle the sugar

mixture on top. Follow with the butter, and then the pecans and blueberries.4. Bake for 30 to 40

minutes, depending on the size of the pan, until the bread is golden brown and the berry juices

are bubbling. The French toast may puff up in the oven and then fall back to its original height

while it cools. Serve slices warm, with or without syrup.b is for betterTHE SYRUP SHELVES in

the grocery store can be confusing to contemplate. Here is some basic advice: When you see

bottles, including most of the nationally known brands, marked “breakfast syrup,” walk away.

Don’t even make eye contact.In our opinion, the only syrup worth consuming is pure maple

syrup. It is made simply, with just one ingredient. Early in the spring, maple trees are tapped,

and the watery sap runs into buckets or into a line system for collection. This sap is boiled

down to about one-fortieth of its original volume to make pure maple syrup.The only

complicated task is choosing among the thousands of brands and bottles. Most syrup is made

by tiny producers literally in the front yards of rural homes in Vermont and other New England



states. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) has four grades for maple syrup, which are

supposed to help the consumer figure out what is in the bottle. The grades are sorted by color,

which is a good indication of how strongly flavored the syrups are.GRADE A LIGHT, also called

Fancy Grade, is often produced at the beginning of the sugaring season. It has the mildest

flavor and the highest price tag. We feel that Grade A Light syrup is for tourists and wimps.

Why pay extra to get less maple flavor?GRADE A MEDIUM AMBER is the next darkest. Much

of the syrup sold fits into this category. It has a richer maple flavor than the light variety.GRADE

A DARK AMBER is even darker and more flavorful.GRADE B is the darkest of all, with the

most maple flavor and a nutty, caramel aspect. Some folks call Grade B cooking syrup and use

it only to flavor foods, not as a table syrup. We think this is a mistake. More flavor is better.No

matter which you choose, be assured that there are no purity differences among the grades—

just differences in color and flavor. Although we think that the inexpensive Grade B is the best

way to go, the decision is really a matter of taste. (We don’t really like light beers either, but

that’s another story.)Store opened syrup in the refrigerator. It will keep more than three months

before mold begins to form and the syrup must be thrown away.blueberry buttermilk

pancakesINNOVATION IS NOT ALWAYS IMPROVEMENT. For example, battery-powered boot

warmers are a great idea on paper, but they don’t work well in practice. This is why we swear

by the classic flavor of tender buttermilk pancakes. Dressed up with blueberries, they are

perfect.MAKES 10 (4-INCH) PANCAKES1½ cups all-purpose flour2 tablespoons sugar2

teaspoons baking powder½ teaspoon baking soda¼ teaspoon salt2 large eggs1¾ cups

buttermilk3 tablespoons unsalted butter, melted, plus more for cooking1 cup fresh or frozen

blueberriesMaple syrup1. In a large bowl, whisk together the flour, sugar, baking powder,

baking soda, and salt. In a medium bowl, whisk together the eggs, buttermilk, and melted

butter. Pour the wet ingredients into the dry ingredients and stir just until combined.2. Heat a

large nonstick skillet or griddle over medium heat. Brush lightly with butter. When the skillet is

hot, pour in ¼ cup batter for each pancake, leaving room for the pancakes to spread. Sprinkle

the tops with blueberries. Cook until small bubbles appear on the surface and the bottoms are

golden, 2 to 3 minutes. Flip the pancakes and cook until golden, another 1 to 2 minutes.

Repeat with the remaining batter, adding butter to the pan as needed. Serve immediately with

maple syrup.oatmeal pancakes with sautéed cinnamon applesPACKED WITH WHOLE

GRAINS, these pancakes will keep you going all morning long. Even better, they taste great

and have a nutty flavor that goes nicely with warm apple slices.MAKES 10 (4-INCH)

PANCAKES½ cup old-fashioned rolled oats½ cup whole wheat flour2 tablespoons wheat

germ2 tablespoons light brown sugar2 teaspoons baking powder¼ teaspoon ground

cinnamon¼ teaspoon salt1 large egg, lightly beaten1 cup whole milkUnsalted butterSautéed

Cinnamon Apples (recipe follows)1. In a large bowl, whisk together the oats, flour, wheat germ,

sugar, baking powder, cinnamon, and salt. Whisk in the egg and milk until just combined.2.

Heat a large nonstick skillet or griddle over medium heat. Brush lightly with butter. When the

skillet is hot, pour in ¼ cup batter for each pancake, leaving room for the pancakes to spread.

Cook until small bubbles appear on the surface and the bottoms are golden, about 2 minutes.

Flip the pancakes and cook until golden, about 1 minute. Repeat with the remaining batter,

adding butter to the pan as needed. Serve immediately, topped with the apples.sautéed

cinnamon applesMAKES ABOUT 2 CUPS2 tablespoons unsalted butter2 tablespoons brown

sugar2 medium apples, peeled, cored, and sliced¼ cup chopped walnuts¼ teaspoon ground

cinnamonMelt the butter in a medium skillet over medium heat. Add the sugar and stir with a

wooden spoon to dissolve. Add the apples, walnuts, and cinnamon and cook for 6 minutes, or

until the apples are soft. Serve warm over pancakes or oatmeal.maple-glazed baconWE’RE



FANS OF BACON, but not of scrubbing a grease-spattered cooktop before skiing. So we

prepare it in the oven, where the mess is at least contained, if not eliminated. The sweet maple

glaze used here turns an ordinary breakfast item into a truly divine day-starter.SERVES 4 TO

612 ounces thick-cut bacon (about 12 slices)1 tablespoon maple syrup or 1 tablespoon brown

sugar1. Preheat the oven to 375°F.2. Arrange the bacon slices in one layer on a rimmed baking

sheet or in a roasting pan. Brush the syrup onto the bacon slices. (If you’re using brown sugar,

mix it with 2 teaspoons of water in a teacup and then brush it on.)3. Bake for 6 to 7 minutes.

Using tongs or a fork, flip each strip of bacon and cook for an additional 3 to 5 minutes or until

crisp.4. Remove the bacon to drain on paper towels for a minute or two before serving.NOTE

The cooking time for bacon is highly dependent on the thickness of the slices. If you are using

slices that are less than 1 ounce each, check the bacon frequently to avoid burning.huevos

rancherosIN MOST WESTERN SKI TOWNS, you can’t swing a ski pole without hitting a

plateful of this savory, hearty breakfast. Luckily, it is easy to whip up at home. We’ll help you

avoid the crowds at the diner, if not at the ski lift.SERVES 41 (14-ounce) can diced tomatoes1

small onion, chopped2 garlic cloves1 canned chipotle pepper in adobo sauceSalt1 tablespoon

vegetable oil4 (6-inch) corn tortillas1 tablespoon unsalted butter8 large eggsFreshly ground

black pepper1 cup (4 ounces) shredded Monterey Jack¼ cup chopped fresh cilantro

(optional)1. Place the tomatoes and their juice, the onion, garlic, and chipotle in a blender and

puree until smooth. Transfer the mixture to a medium saucepan and place over medium heat.

Bring to a simmer. Add ¼ teaspoon salt and cook for 5 minutes. Remove from the heat and

keep warm until ready to serve.2. Meanwhile, in a large nonstick skillet, heat the oil over

medium-high heat. Fry the tortillas one at a time, 20 seconds per side. Drain them on paper

towels.3. Reduce the heat to medium-low, add the butter, and let melt. Carefully break 4 of the

eggs into the skillet. Cover and cook until set, about 2 minutes. Sprinkle with salt and pepper.

Transfer to a plate and keep warm. Repeat with the remaining eggs.4. Place the tortillas on

plates and spread sauce on them. Sprinkle with cheese and top each tortilla with 2 fried eggs.

Ladle additional sauce around the tortillas. Garnish with chopped cilantro, if desired, and serve

immediately.eggs benedict with chipotle hollandaiseCLASSIC EGGS BENEDICT HAVE THEIR

PLACE, but making the hollandaise sauce can be intimidating. The blender method of

preparation reduces the fear factor. These eggs Benedict have a Mexican twist, fired up with

chipotle peppers and served over corn bread for a Southwestern taste.SERVES 4
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skiing? A North American Renaissance., Friuli Food and Wine: Frasca Cooking from Northern

Italy's Mountains, Vineyards, and Seaside, Beach House Dinners: Simple, Summer-Inspired

Meals for Entertaining Year-Round, Tasting Colorado: Favorite Recipes from the Centennial

State, Farmhouse Weekends: Menus for Relaxing Country Meals All Year Long, The

Encyclopedia Of High Altitude Baking, Rustic Modern, The Complete Autumn and Winter

Cookbook: 550+ Recipes for Warming Dinners, Holiday Roasts, Seasonal Desserts, Breads,

Food Gifts, and More (The Complete ATK Cookbook Series)

Anon, “Fun, Useful, Yummy Cookbook!. Bought this cookbook on Kindle. It is a really fun read.

Reading a cookbook? Who does that? I think a lot of people do. The recipes sound great. I love

the way each recipe has a story to introduce it. Just long enough to whet your appetite for the

actual recipe. The writing is entertaining, informative and often funny. I can't get through most

cookbooks. With most cookbooks the recipes go on and on, with eleventy zillion ingredients.

Most cookbooks assume everyone is a master chef. I barely know my way around the kitchen

but can follow a good recipe.This cookbook is full of simple and practical tips that will be of

great use in the kitchen. It uses equipment and ingredients most people will have around. The

focus of the cookbook is on quick, easy delicious winter recipes and it sure delivers. The sign

of a great cookbook is it sparks your imagination as well as your appetite. This one sure

delivers. No I am not related to the authors. When I finally get something that passes or

surpasses my picky nature I am joyful and this cookbook met my expectations and then

some.It has recipes with and without meat, so, something for everybody.”

C. Ogburn, “Delicious Recipes. Haven't found a bad one yet.. Have the Kindle version. Have

made several of the soups and meals out of this cookbook. All were excellent. The overnight

french toast for Christmas breakfast was loved by all. It really does remind me of bread

pudding but it was so good. On half, I didn't put any blueberries as some in my family do not

like that. The half without blueberries was just as delicious as the part with and going forward

we will save the blueberries for something else than this dish. The soups are all filling and hit

the spot. They rely on a blender or immersion blender but thankfully we have both and fixing

the soups have not been an issue. They also fix quickly and have been perfect on a cold,

winter's night. The steak was excellent too. Thank you for this cookbook.”

MuseumGirl, “A treasured part of my cookbook collection. I adore this cookbook that is full of

hearty, clever recipes I return to again and again. Every year when the weather turns chilly, I

pull out this book and make many family favorites, particularly the overnight french toast which

is FABULOUS and the beef stew which is the best stew recipes I have ever made. Sarah

Pinneo and Tina Anderson have created a practical, delicious group of recipes that work all

year-long and their ranking of the recipe's difficultry based on ski slopes is charming and

accurate. I have given many copies of this book away to friends who have tasted recipes I have

made from it and then want their own copies. This is a treasured part of my cookbook

collection.”

DBM, “Simple and Delicious. I bought this book on a whim some years ago when I found it on

clearance at the LLBean outlet. Since then I have bought several copies to give as gifts. Every

recipe I have tried has come out perfectly. They may seem fairly simple for someone who

cooks frequently but just what is needed when trying to get a good meal on the table fast for a



busy family. The recipes do not require unusual ingredients, are straightforward and extremely

flavorful.  I cannot recommend this cookbook enough!”

Marny, “Delicious!. Since I live in Norway, I hesitated for only a second when I decided to use

this cookbook in August to try some recipes. I loved almost all the recipes I tried: ham and

cheddar breakfast strata, golden granola bars (amazing!!), black bean quesadillas (also

amazing!), kettle corn, black bean dip, hearty lasagne, chili-spiced salmon, cider-maple pork

shoulder, roasted sweet potato fries, vermont risotto, fabulously fudgy cocoa brownies (too

easy to be so good!), chocolate chip pan cookies, peanut butter cookies, gingerbread, and hot

cocoa.The other recipes I tried and liked (but not loved) were: spaghetti carbonara, penne alla

vodka, sauce bolognese, roasted pork loin with cherry balsamic pan sauce, roasted brussels

sprouts with bacon.Besides the desserts being absolutely amazing, they were easy to mix

together with just a wooden spoon - not usually an easy feat for cookie recipes, but with these

recipes, it was perfect.There were also a few "alternate" recipes along with the main recipes.

For instance, the sweet kettle corn recipe had an alternate "peppery" recipe - so it wasn't just

changing one little ingredient. This simple alternate had me inspired to try my own variations

too and I ended up falling in love with kettle corn because of this book!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Cold weather cooking. Cooking for the coldest weather, at elevation, for

people doing athletic sports for most of the waking day. Well thought out, for both ease and

time, but also for taste and feeding groups.  Good photography, plans and indexing.  Total win.”

Miriam Bradford, “The mountain's answer to all the beach house-fare books. We used to spend

quite a bit of time on the beaches as renters and I was always looking for simple, tasty recipes

to throw together and toss in a lunch pail or have ready to throw together for a quick evening

meal. Now that we've transitioned to renting a ski house I was looking for something similar

with heartier fare and this was exactly what I needed.Great tips on making ahead or what to

pack for ski lodge lunches and an awesome what-to-have-in-the-pantry section. Each item can

be adjusted to accommodate for a variety of supplies and tastes. A great jumping off point.”

Penelope Polins, “then this is a great place to. If you're looking for comfort food recipes for cold

miserable winter days, then this is a great place to start”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Food for cold evenings. This cookbook has a comfort food for nearly

everyone, both savory and sweet. The instructions are easy to follow and there are coloured

pictures. Whether to read on a cozy afternoon to get inspiration for supper or to take into the

kitchen to make a contribution to gathering of family or friends, this book will be used.”

Selena Halasz, “For a new ski season. I am looking forward to trying a lot of these recipes over

the next ski season - I love to ski and anything related to skiing. Plus I love to cook and bake -

a lot of yummy looking recipes are in this book!”

Marie-Frédéric Boucher, “yummy!. Nicely illustrated. Nice product. Delicious recipies! Thanks!”

The book by Tina Anderson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 115 people have provided feedback.
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